Due to clashes between armed groups in southern Tripoli since 27 August at least 1,834 households (approximately 9,221 individuals) have been displaced to Bani Waleed, Tarhouna and other areas in Tripoli, including 663 families displaced in the last 24 hours. Displaced households originate mostly from conflict-affected neighborhoods in Southern Tripoli, including Ain Zara, Salah Eddin, Qasr Ben Gashir, Ben Aoun and Khallat Al Furjan.

While the majority of displaced households are staying in private accommodation with family, some were temporarily sheltered in two schools in Tripoli.

**DISPLACEMENTS**

- **24** Families displaced to Tajoura
- **36** Families displaced to Hai Al Andalus
- **129** Families displaced to Bani Waleed
- **350** Families displaced to Tarhouna
- **1,295** Families displaced to inner Tripoli & safer neighborhoods

**PRIORITY NEEDS**

- NFI
- Medical
- Water

*The designations employed and the presentation of material on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the United Nations (and IOM) concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.*